step 1.

LusterStone® Basic Application
Apply 2 coats of SetCoat®. For best results choose a color that is similar to
the LusterStone® hue. Allow this base to dry for a minimum of 24 hours.

step 1.

Using a ¼” sponge/nap roller, apply an even smooth coat of LusterStone®,
moving the roller in a random pattern. If necessary, LusterStone® may
be thinned up to 20% with water for this step. Allow LusterStone® to
dry overnight.

step 2.

For the second pass, dab a workable amount of LusterStone® onto a
stainless steel trowel in a random pattern. Do not overload the trowel.

step 3.
step 4.

Dot the LusterStone® onto the surface in organic patterns.

step 5.

For the third pass, again apply LusterStone® to the trowel in random areas.
Trowel the product onto the surface backfilling the lows and skimming the
highs. This technique will remove excess product as the blade skims the
surface and burnishes the material.

step 2.

step 3.

Using smooth sweeping strokes 6” to 12” in length, smooth out this coat of
LusterStone® onto the work surface, keeping the coat even and smooth.
Let dry.

Once dry, this pass can be repeated again if desired for more shine and
a smoother finish as it is a very quick step.
For more shine, LusterStone® may be thinned up to 10% with water for the
last step.

Tips:
Always make a sample to ensure the desired result.

step 4.

Mix thoroughly before each use.
Under normal conditions, no topcoat is required. A topcoat may be used in areas
such as kitchens and bathrooms where extra protection is required.
When repairing, sand the damaged area and wipe down. Reapply LusterStone®
in thin, even coats.
Close the container after each use. Keep airtight. Keep the sides and edges of the
container clean. Do not allow dried product to fall into the wet material. A sheet of
plastic wrap pressed onto the surface of the material will keep it from drying out
and protect it from foreign matter.

step 5.

LusterStone® can be applied to irregular surfaces such as ironwork and assorted
fixtures by brush or spray.
On large walls the application process can be started and stopped at any point in
the process without experiencing lap lines.
LusterStone® works well as a fill coat on textured surfaces.
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